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After losing his wife of almost fifty-three years to cancer, David Gross adopts Charlize, a German
shepherd rescue dog, buys a camping trailer, and the two begin their travels. They explore the
West, visiting parks and vistas, rain forests and deserts, family, old friends and new. Accidents,
adventures, sadness, joy, problems, and peace populate their journey of discovery. Ever patient
and sensitive to her companion’s feelings, Charlize remains close, attentive, and comforting,
especially when needed most. And at every stop, she greets strangers with a loving heart and
wagging tail, showing the way to embrace life. In Travels with Charlize: In Search of Living Alone,
David Gross tells a gentle and open story of recovery. He knows he must go forward after his
wife’s death and face a new future, but that road carries rough spots. Memories spring up to hold
him back. Revisiting friends reminds him of who no longer accompanies him. And home, to
which he must return, still stores a profusion of painful memories. But Charlize’s presence keeps
Gross steady and willing to see a brighter tomorrow around the bend. In the end, that light
shines strong for both.

"The authors provide a very comprehensive treatment of pavement engineering. … The clear
strength of this text is the breadth of coverage of the major components of the pavement system
– materials, structural design, construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation. The authors provide
a nice balance of the theoretical basis for many analyses with a practical eye towards designing
and building pavements which will perform."―Kevin D. Hall, Ph.D., P.E., University of
ArkansasAbout the AuthorDr. Rajib Mallick, PE, has extensive experience with asphalt materials,
mixture design, construction, pavement design, recycling, and nondestructive testing. From
1992 to 1998, he worked as a research assistant and as a senior research associate at the
National Center for Asphalt Technology (NCAT) and is currently the Ralph White Family
Distinguished Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute (WPI). He has completed numerous research projects for several departments of
transportation, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Massachusetts Port Authority
(Massport), the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
and several private practitioner organizations. Dr. Mallick has coauthored more than 100 papers
for journals and conference proceedings, as well as several practical reports, manuals, and
state-of-the-practice reports for federal, state, and local highway agencies.Dr. Tahar El-Korchi is
a professor and head of civil and environmental engineering at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
He does research and teaches courses on pavement analysis, design and management,
construction materials testing and evaluation, cement and concrete materials and construction
processes, structural analysis and design, and high-performance structural materials at the
undergraduate and graduate level. He has published more than 80 publications and



presentations and has served at numerous WPI global project centers, including Puerto Rico;
Washington, District of Columbia; Morocco; Costa Rica; and Panama. Dr. El-Korchi was granted
the prestigious Presidential Young Investigator Award by the National Science Foundation in
1991. Dr. El-Korchi is also a consultant to several major corporations. He provides
recommendations for the design and evaluation of pavements, materials, and structures.
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Steinbeck’s Travels with Charley: In Search of America, as well as two of his other works I
somehow missed—The Winter of Our Discontent and The Log from the Sea of Cortez.
Steinbeck’s Charley was a standard French poodle with an American name. My Charlize is a
German shepherd with a French name. Steinbeck was on a mission to discover the America of
his day and his place in it. After almost fifty-three years of marriage, I’m on a mission to discover



how to live without Rosalie, the love of my life.Charlize—pronounced Charley—is a rescue dog,
my third German shepherd. She’s about three years old, and we hooked up less than two weeks
after Rosalie’s passing. After applying online to Seattle’s German shepherd rescue organization,
I was interviewed and approved. Charlize came with a different name, but having decided to
mimic Steinbeck’s travels, I renamed her. All we know about Charlize’s history is that she came
from a shelter in Utah because she still had the tags from that shelter. I do know that we’re two
injured beings who need to support each other.1 - In the BeginningHolding Rosalie close, I
cradled her head in my arms as she died. On the twenty-third of April, we would have celebrated
fifty-three years of marriage. I’m coping—sort of.A week before she died, we were sitting next to
each other on our recliners. We weren’t paying attention to the endless commercials that
incessantly interrupted David Letterman who was failing to interest us.“Well,” she said, pulling
out the nasal tube that was flowing oxygen into her nostrils, “pretty soon you’ll be able to get a
dog.”Bear, our previous German shepherd, had died six years previously, and we didn’t get
another dog. That was the only time in my life that I can remember being dog-less, but Rosalie
had developed balance problems—the aftermath of a viral encephalopathy and a brain biopsy,
and we were worried that she would trip or fall over a dog. She knew I missed having a dog, and
her out-of-the-blue statement was typical of her dark sense of humor.“Stop talking nonsense,” I
responded.Throughout our last six months together, I prayed that the end would be fast and with
as little pain and discomfort as possible. Her diagnosis of stage-four lung cancer came on
January 4, 2012, after we noticed she had trouble breathing after only mild exercise. This was
troubling because she routinely logged eleven to fourteen miles in fifty or sixty minutes on our
stationary bike, burning more than three hundred calories four or five times a week.Her
oncologist at the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance explained that the average statistics for her
diagnosis were survival of three to six months. As a scientist, I was (and still am) convinced that
the brain can heal any disease of the body if only we can figure out how to invoke the necessary
killer cells, immunological responses, or whatever other body defense mechanisms are
necessary by sending the correct messages from the brain. So I nagged Rosalie with all the
determination I could muster about the power of positive thinking and prayer. I encouraged her to
visualize her tumors and direct her body defense mechanisms to kill those nasty, unwanted,
unwarranted growths.With her typical quiet determination, Rosalie made it to six months, then
eight, then ten and counting. She tired easily but appeared normal to everyone except me. A
very private person, she didn’t want friends, or especially acquaintances, to know that she was
seriously ill. Our two sons knew, but they humored her pretending this was just a minor
inconvenience to be overcome.In mid-December, she needed supplemental oxygen, and on
December 27, the oncologist suggested home hospice care. The hospice people showed up
and enrolled her on January 2. Because of the holidays, the people from the hospice were
unable to supply the oral morphine she needed to remain comfortable. She soldiered through
with the painkillers and other medications we had on hand. She didn’t complain. Finally, on
January 3, we were supplied and instructed. We were trying to adjust to the next stage of the



experience.•••My first German shepherd was named Mister. He and I hooked up during the
summer before my second year in veterinary school. His AKC name was Docdave’s Mister
Lucky Streak. I had won a hundred dollars in a poker game and went out the next morning to
spend the winnings before I could lose them back. When I arrived at the breeder’s, the ball of fur
waddled over, sat on my foot, and looked up at me as if to say, “Well, boss, aren’t we going
home?”During the school year, Mister’s home was the back seat of my car. Before I met Rosalie,
all the girls I dated made a big fuss over him, but he was a regal sort and mostly ignored them.
On my first date with Rosalie, when I held the car door open for her, Mister was all over her. She
gave him a perfunctory pat on the head, but he wouldn’t leave her alone. He kept nuzzling her,
pushing his head under her arm and hand, begging to be petted. I twisted in the seat, ordered
him to sit down and stay—and noticed that he had an erection. I decided then and there not to
ignore his intuition. It wasn’t long until I came to the realization that I agreed totally with him!
•••The first two days after Charlize moved in with me, she was apprehensive and distraught, but
since then, she’s calm and protective, and we’ve bonded. I keep her with me all the time. She’s
housebroken and vehicle-broken and fetches tennis balls like a retriever. This is good exercise
for her, and it saves my gimpy left ankle.Here is Charlize, a handsome young lady, posing for the
camera.2 - On the RoadThe frustrations of the last four days before my obsessively determined
departure date were over. Who would believe that a newly single adult male and his dog could
experience so many last-minute problems in trying to get out of town? But all came together, and
Charlize and I, comfortable in Old Blue and pulling the Frog, were the last to board the Edmonds-
Kingston ferry on the first of March.Old Blue was the 2012 Dodge Ram 1500 in charge of
making our journey possible. The Frog was my brand-new—albeit slightly crowded with both of
us in attendance—camping trailer. Frog pulled like a dream, sticking close to Old Blue’s tail.The
purpose of this road trip was to try to figure out what I should do with my remaining years and
how to do it. I’m seventy-six years old, and for more than fifty-two of those years, I was married to
the only girl I ever truly loved. I’m not accustomed to making decisions on my own. Charlize is a
good listener but doesn’t contribute much, except enthusiasm, to the decision-making process.I
decided to start out on familiar roads, roads that Rosalie and I had taken previously to Port
Townsend, Sequim, and Port Angeles, Washington. Once Charlize and I were west of Port
Angeles, we were in new territory. We took a short detour to see what destruction of the dam had
wrought to the Elwha River, now flowing gray with silt and debris. I hadn’t seen it prior to the
return to a more natural state. Undoing the well-meant but ultimately destructive “improvements”
to Mother Nature might take some time.Deciding at the last moment to forego the civilized
amenities of an RV park in Forks, we pressed on to the Kalaloch Campground. My Senior Pass
to all the national parks and recreational lands bought a night for only seven dollars. There are a
few advantages to being a senior!We parked about ten feet from a split-rail fence. Just beyond
the fence was a brush-covered drop-off, twenty-five or so yards above the beach. Gentle
breakers provided a soothing, monotonous background to a day of calm healing. Finally, I was
away from the terrible reminders of our house, Rosalie’s things, and a previous life. Charlize was



keeping close watch on me. She seemed to need respite from her previous life as much as I
did.Split rail fence, the ocean beyond.Relentless waves were working their way onto the sand
with a sound similar to a busy highway. In Mexico, the lack of synchronization of the incoming
waves could be described as a vez en cuando (from time to time). The saying conveys
inevitability, the inability of any human to change events.Half of the Kalaloch Campground was
closed, the road barred by a red-and-white-striped railroad-crossing-type gate. I suppose only
those persons seeking solitude find their way to that place, normally rain soaked but now dry.
The open half had thirty-some camping spots, but only seven were occupied. Not a single
person greeted us. Everyone was holed up in his or her camper.That night, actually about four
o’clock in the morning, I woke up thinking about Rosalie’s last minutes, and I started crying.
Charlize immediately came over and stuck her nose under my arm, determined to comfort me. It
worked.3 - The Kalaloch CampgroundIn the fifties, my family did a lot of car camping with a
luggage trailer and big umbrella tent—the only sort of vacation my folks could afford. Much later,
our sons and I backpacked and made many momentous decisions about their lives while we sat
freezing on a mountaintop. Rosalie wasn’t much interested in camping, preferring modern
plumbing. Now, Charlize and I were the campers.Saturday morning at six o’clock, Charlize and I
walked the Kalaloch Campground in the dark. Well, it wasn’t really dark. A half-moon was out—
bright, but not as bright as the moon I remember from my growing up in Phoenix, long before
that place became the bloated sprawl in the desert that it is today. The winter moon of the
desert, the desert that I remember, was bright enough to read by—or maybe my eyes were
young enough to see by.Gray dawn near the Kalaloch Campground.During the night, a sheet of
ice had formed on Old Blue’s windows. The moon, still bright before dawn, illuminated the stark
silhouettes of Douglas fir, various pines, Sitka spruce, and western red cedar, all in stark relief.
Their trunks bent slightly east, toward the Olympics. Their tops, sheared by high winds blowing
in from the ocean, pointed at the mountains.Charlize and I ate our breakfasts—she, her kibble
mixed with a dash of chicken bouillon; I, coffee and instant oatmeal. Then I cleaned up with her
close supervision to make certain everything was done properly. We were ready to leave before
seven o’clock. All the other RVs were still dark, their occupants sleeping in. We hadn’t seen a
soul during our time there.On the road again, Charlize barked when a highway construction
flagman approached Old Blue to kibitz about Frog. This wasn’t that incessant barking typical of
some dogs, just one sharp warning to let that guy know she was on duty. I guess she decided
that I belong to her and am in need of both comforting and protection.4 - Day-Two MusingsDay
two actually started at five o’clock in the morning. I’m still unable to sleep more than two or three
hours at a time with hours of being awake in-between. Not unusual, I’m told, for this stage of
grief. Charlize and I got away early enough for me to eat a second too-big breakfast at the
Quinault Lodge on the edge of Lake Quinault. I ordered sausage and eggs, over easy, with
breakfast potatoes, toast, and coffee.I decided that the meal would be the last big breakfast for
me. I was going to change my eating habits, at least during my journey of discovery. We’ll see
how that plays out once I’m home. My plan was to eat oatmeal for breakfast, eat a big meal at



noon, usually in a restaurant, and then just a light dinner, some soup or an omelet or maybe a
sandwich.After my big breakfast, I hobbled with my arthritic left ankle over the half-mile-long
nature trail, a sign-guided tour of a small corner of the Quinault Rain Forest. Charlize did at least
two miles, up and back, side-to-side, a myriad of new and unusual smells to catalogue. I wonder
if she remembers the odors or if each time she smells something it is a whole new
experience.Trail through the Quinault Rain Forest, Charlize leading the way.We stopped for a
late lunch at South Bend, Washington, on Route 101, only four miles from Raymond. I had
spotted a chef in front of his restaurant grilling fresh oysters over a wood fire and couldn’t resist. I
watched as the oysters cooked in cedar smoke at least twelve inches from the flames while
being basted with the chef’s secret marinade.Inside, I collaborated with a nice lady and her
husband, who were sitting at an adjoining table, to try to identify the ingredients of the marinade.
We decided it contained lots of fresh, coarsely chopped garlic, green onions, fresh green herbs,
maybe basil or parsley or something else, maybe a combination, in a vinegar base, probably a
malted vinegar, not Balsamic. We probably left out or incorrectly identified some of the
ingredients, but our chef wasn’t giving anything away, and he most certainly didn’t share
proportions.About four o’clock in the afternoon, Charlize and I arrived at the Lewis and Clark
National and State Historical Parks. Many believe that Clark named the location—the first true
sighting of the Pacific—Cape Disappointment because of the lousy weather the corps endured
for several days running. However, the name appears on maps made by Captain Vancouver a
year before the Corps of Discovery started its journey, and John Meares, an English fur trader,
named that location in 1788.The campground is owned and operated by the state of
Washington. Frog was all set up with electrical power and fresh water but no Wi-Fi, no cell phone
service, and no TV. Still roughing it.Charlize on the black sand beach, maybe near the spot
where the Corps of Discovery viewed the Pacific Ocean for the first time.I played fetch with
Charlize on the beach for half an hour, but I didn’t throw her tennis ball too far out into the surf, as
it appeared to have a strong undertow. The dog is insatiable, fetching with the enthusiasm of a
retriever. When she was panting hard, we sat on the wet sand and watched the sun go down. I
mused about sitting on the same black sand that Lewis and Clark had walked. I wondered if
Lewis threw a stick into the surf for his Newfoundland dog, named Seaman, to retrieve.5 -
Reliving Lewis and ClarkTrue to my obsessive, head-down, and push-until-the-task-is-complete
nature before Charlize and I embarked on the odyssey, I had sat at my computer and printed out
Google maps for nine days of travel. I managed to ignore all that planning by stopping to take in
anything that caught my interest. Charlize was happy just to be participating.I found special joy
chatting with the helpful folks handing out pamphlets, maps, and advice at small-town chamber
of commerce information offices. Any simple question I asked about the history of their
community evoked enthusiastic replies. They obviously derived considerable pleasure from my
interest in their home town. Rosalie and I had moved around so much during our fifty-two years
of marriage that we had never seemed to form a real sense of belonging with any of the places
we lived. They were all temporary stops in our life together. Now I find I am a little jealous of



people who have lived their life in one locale and are happy about it.Before leaving Sunday
morning, Charlize and I walked portions of the Discovery Trail and then tacked on a rather
difficult mile or so with me struggling on my gimpy ankle up and down the steep trail to the North
Head Lighthouse. Just a few years ago, those trails would have been a piece of cake. We were
just killing time until the interpretive center opened at ten, but we had been up since five-thirty so
we had a lot of time to kill.The view from the top of the Discovery Trail.At the interpretive center,
Charlize had to stay tied up outside, but the volunteer lady at the front desk told me as I left that
Charlize had greeted each new visitor by barking while wagging her tail. The lady said Charlize
appeared to be happy to be petted by those brave enough to try. Charlize has a classical
German shepherd’s look but is small, only sixty-five pounds; most females weigh over seventy-
five.I have devoured many books, including the various edited versions of the captains’ journals
dealing with the great adventure of the Corps of Discovery. The interpretive center was well done
with some nice period artifacts. Well worth the time and effort, but I didn’t learn anything new.I
was still having trouble sleeping through the night. That night, I had fallen asleep quickly but
woke up about three o’clock. Previously when I got up during the night, Charlize was on the floor
next to my bed. That morning she wasn’t. Inside Frog, the back end of the camper consists of a
U-shaped bench around a small table. The table can be lowered, and the back cushions used to
make a double bed. I turned on a light and saw her peeking out from the starboard side bench
obviously apprehensive about being on the furniture. I told her she was a good girl and could use
the bench for a bed. It kept me from tripping over her when I got up during the night. However,
during the day, she was not allowed on it. She seemed to adjust to my weird rules.We visited the
reconstructed Fort Clatsop, south of the Columbia, where the Corps of Discovery spent a
miserable winter. Even in nice weather, it was easy to imagine how uncomfortable they must
have been.We were back on 101, the Pacific Coast Scenic Byway, about one in the afternoon.6 -
Ahead of Schedule, Are We Having Fun Yet?The next night, we stayed in a KOA campground in
Lincoln City, Oregon. The place had all the amenities, the people that ran it were nice, and the
facilities were average. Frog’s hot water heater didn’t work, nor did the combination radio, TV,
and DVD player. Frustrating.Charlize obviously decided I belong to her and am in need of both
comforting and protection. About four o’clock in the morning, I again woke up thinking about
Rosalie’s last minutes and started crying. Charlize jumped off her bench and came over to stick
her nose under my arm, determined to comfort me. It worked.After an hour or so, unable to go
back to sleep, I fed Charlize, ate my quick breakfast of instant oatmeal and a cup of coffee, and
then disconnected everything and continued our journey until stopping at an RV sales, service,
and parts store in Newport, Oregon. I was determined to find out why Frog’s water heater wasn’t
working. It turned out to be just a case of my ignorance. I knew there were two switches for the
heater but learned the one accessible from outside Frog controls the propane gas flow. Another
switch, inside, controls the electricity for the starter. While Frog is in use, I am supposed to leave
the gas switch on. When I am ready for hot water, I have to turn on the electrical switch inside
under the sink. When the latter switch is turned on, a red light goes on that says “reset.”Before



this revelation, I thought something was wrong and spent three days reading the owner’s manual
and trying to figure out how to reset the thing. It cost me twenty bucks to find out I was just too
impatient. After a while, the burner ignites, and the red light goes off. I had yet to find the manual
for the DVD-TV-radio device and figure out why I couldn’t make that work. By the time the trip
was over, I expected to be a qualified RV mechanic.On the coast highway, we stopped many
times just to contemplate and stare at the ocean. Wave follows wave, long lines separated by
time and space. Some break over, spilling white turbulence, before arriving at the rocks. Others
crash against those stalwarts. Not all the huge rocks constitute the shoreline cliffs. Some stand
out in the Pacific as outposts, forward observers. They are battered, ceaselessly pummeled,
fighting against the inevitability of erosion. Some of these outposts defied reason. From them
sprouted one, sometimes more, ridiculously determined evergreen trees. I have no idea what
kind of trees they were. Probably, as my ten-year-old granddaughter often advises, I can Google
it, but where’s the fun in that?The Pacific Ocean, anything but pacific.7 - Naming VehiclesThe
first automobile I drove was a 1940 Chevy two-door sedan. My folks allowed me to drive it when I
was sixteen and a junior in high school. It wasn’t much of a car in 1953. My dad had bought it
new and then driven it from Cleveland, Ohio, to Phoenix, Arizona, in 1944 at forty-five miles an
hour on rationed gas and retread tires. By the time I drove it, the running boards and rear fenders
had rusted and fallen off. The upholstery was worn and torn, so my mom made slipcovers in a
variety of patterns and colors from upholstery fabric samples. I didn’t care—I was thrilled to have
wheels and the freedom that came with them.Since then, I’ve owned at least seventeen
vehicles. After I built my own veterinary practice during the 1960s, I traded vehicles every couple
of years. If only all the money I spent purchasing and operating those cars and trucks was still in
my pocket! Of course, all those vehicle purchases served a purpose at the time—or at least I
thought they did.Rosalie and I started naming vehicles at some point, but I can’t remember why.
The first name I remember was a 1985 Chevy S-10 pickup. The truck always had problems with
the fuel injection and oxygen detector systems, so it was named “Lurch” for obvious reasons. In
1997, Rosalie decided she would be most comfortable getting in and out of and driving a
minivan. That gray Dodge Caravan was the first car with her name on the title as the owner. She
called it “Gray Baby” but rarely put more than six or eight thousand miles a year on it.In 2011, we
decided to buy our last vehicle prior to being too old to drive anymore. This time, we went
upscale and acquired a new Chrysler Town and Country, albeit the previous year’s model.
Rosalie called this one “Gray Baby Too.” I was driving a 2002 Toyota Tundra 4X4, known as the
“Green Monster Truck.”After Rosalie passed away, I couldn’t get into Gray Baby Too without
crying, so I traded her and the green monster truck for Old Blue. This time, Charlize participated
in the vehicle choice and concurred with the naming.Here is Old Blue, Frog in tow, resting while I
check out a tourist trap near Big Sur.Naming vehicles may seem a little weird, but at least
Charlize and I didn’t conjure up a literary reference that few people would recognize today.
Steinbeck’s truck was named Rocinante, the same as Don Quixote’s horse.8 - Shakedown
CruiseThe true shakedown cruise for Frog started after Charlize and I left Oregon. We stopped



at the chamber of commerce information office in Crescent City, California, and a helpful man at
the desk insisted that we see the Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park. I have an
unquenchable thirst for anything having to do with the mountain man era, so I decided this was
something Charlize and I should do. Jedediah Smith was a giant among mountain men.“You
don’t have to go back to the intersection of 101 and 197 to get there,” the guy told me. “You can
take this back road in.” He showed me the roads on a map and gave me the map. I hate to
backtrack.“It’s about fifteen miles of gravel, but you can make it with your truck. It’s a four-by-four
isn’t it?”“Yeah … sounds good. We’ll give it a try,” I replied.Well, it wasn’t a gravel road. It was a
single lane of mud and dirt with huge, water-filled potholes and sixteen miles of curves,
switchbacks, up and down and around and weaving through massive redwood trees that
refused to move out of our way.About five miles in, a friendly lady park ranger sitting in her jeep
waved us to a stop and said, “There’s a sign back there that says ‘trailers not
advised.’”“Whoops,” I responded. “Guess I was too busy trying to keep this rig on the road and
didn’t see it. Anyplace near where I can turn this outfit around?”She looked long and hard at Old
Blue and Frog, almost forty feet of combined length and shook her head.“Don’t think so. You
best take it slow and easy.”Travels with CharlizeIn Search of Living AloneDavid R. GrossTravels
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Hara of the Book Publishers Network for her encouragement and sage advice.PrologueI’ve
been rereading John Steinbeck’s Travels with Charley: In Search of America, as well as two of
his other works I somehow missed—The Winter of Our Discontent and The Log from the Sea of
Cortez. Steinbeck’s Charley was a standard French poodle with an American name. My Charlize
is a German shepherd with a French name. Steinbeck was on a mission to discover the America
of his day and his place in it. After almost fifty-three years of marriage, I’m on a mission to
discover how to live without Rosalie, the love of my life.Charlize—pronounced Charley—is a
rescue dog, my third German shepherd. She’s about three years old, and we hooked up less
than two weeks after Rosalie’s passing. After applying online to Seattle’s German shepherd
rescue organization, I was interviewed and approved. Charlize came with a different name, but
having decided to mimic Steinbeck’s travels, I renamed her. All we know about Charlize’s history
is that she came from a shelter in Utah because she still had the tags from that shelter. I do know
that we’re two injured beings who need to support each other.PrologueI’ve been rereading John
Steinbeck’s Travels with Charley: In Search of America, as well as two of his other works I
somehow missed—The Winter of Our Discontent and The Log from the Sea of Cortez.
Steinbeck’s Charley was a standard French poodle with an American name. My Charlize is a
German shepherd with a French name. Steinbeck was on a mission to discover the America of
his day and his place in it. After almost fifty-three years of marriage, I’m on a mission to discover
how to live without Rosalie, the love of my life.Charlize—pronounced Charley—is a rescue dog,
my third German shepherd. She’s about three years old, and we hooked up less than two weeks
after Rosalie’s passing. After applying online to Seattle’s German shepherd rescue organization,
I was interviewed and approved. Charlize came with a different name, but having decided to
mimic Steinbeck’s travels, I renamed her. All we know about Charlize’s history is that she came
from a shelter in Utah because she still had the tags from that shelter. I do know that we’re two
injured beings who need to support each other.1 - In the BeginningHolding Rosalie close, I
cradled her head in my arms as she died. On the twenty-third of April, we would have celebrated
fifty-three years of marriage. I’m coping—sort of.A week before she died, we were sitting next to
each other on our recliners. We weren’t paying attention to the endless commercials that
incessantly interrupted David Letterman who was failing to interest us.“Well,” she said, pulling
out the nasal tube that was flowing oxygen into her nostrils, “pretty soon you’ll be able to get a
dog.”Bear, our previous German shepherd, had died six years previously, and we didn’t get
another dog. That was the only time in my life that I can remember being dog-less, but Rosalie
had developed balance problems—the aftermath of a viral encephalopathy and a brain biopsy,
and we were worried that she would trip or fall over a dog. She knew I missed having a dog, and
her out-of-the-blue statement was typical of her dark sense of humor.“Stop talking nonsense,” I
responded.Throughout our last six months together, I prayed that the end would be fast and with
as little pain and discomfort as possible. Her diagnosis of stage-four lung cancer came on
January 4, 2012, after we noticed she had trouble breathing after only mild exercise. This was
troubling because she routinely logged eleven to fourteen miles in fifty or sixty minutes on our



stationary bike, burning more than three hundred calories four or five times a week.Her
oncologist at the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance explained that the average statistics for her
diagnosis were survival of three to six months. As a scientist, I was (and still am) convinced that
the brain can heal any disease of the body if only we can figure out how to invoke the necessary
killer cells, immunological responses, or whatever other body defense mechanisms are
necessary by sending the correct messages from the brain. So I nagged Rosalie with all the
determination I could muster about the power of positive thinking and prayer. I encouraged her to
visualize her tumors and direct her body defense mechanisms to kill those nasty, unwanted,
unwarranted growths.With her typical quiet determination, Rosalie made it to six months, then
eight, then ten and counting. She tired easily but appeared normal to everyone except me. A
very private person, she didn’t want friends, or especially acquaintances, to know that she was
seriously ill. Our two sons knew, but they humored her pretending this was just a minor
inconvenience to be overcome.In mid-December, she needed supplemental oxygen, and on
December 27, the oncologist suggested home hospice care. The hospice people showed up
and enrolled her on January 2. Because of the holidays, the people from the hospice were
unable to supply the oral morphine she needed to remain comfortable. She soldiered through
with the painkillers and other medications we had on hand. She didn’t complain. Finally, on
January 3, we were supplied and instructed. We were trying to adjust to the next stage of the
experience.•••My first German shepherd was named Mister. He and I hooked up during the
summer before my second year in veterinary school. His AKC name was Docdave’s Mister
Lucky Streak. I had won a hundred dollars in a poker game and went out the next morning to
spend the winnings before I could lose them back. When I arrived at the breeder’s, the ball of fur
waddled over, sat on my foot, and looked up at me as if to say, “Well, boss, aren’t we going
home?”During the school year, Mister’s home was the back seat of my car. Before I met Rosalie,
all the girls I dated made a big fuss over him, but he was a regal sort and mostly ignored them.
On my first date with Rosalie, when I held the car door open for her, Mister was all over her. She
gave him a perfunctory pat on the head, but he wouldn’t leave her alone. He kept nuzzling her,
pushing his head under her arm and hand, begging to be petted. I twisted in the seat, ordered
him to sit down and stay—and noticed that he had an erection. I decided then and there not to
ignore his intuition. It wasn’t long until I came to the realization that I agreed totally with him!
•••The first two days after Charlize moved in with me, she was apprehensive and distraught, but
since then, she’s calm and protective, and we’ve bonded. I keep her with me all the time. She’s
housebroken and vehicle-broken and fetches tennis balls like a retriever. This is good exercise
for her, and it saves my gimpy left ankle.Here is Charlize, a handsome young lady, posing for the
camera.1 - In the BeginningHolding Rosalie close, I cradled her head in my arms as she died.
On the twenty-third of April, we would have celebrated fifty-three years of marriage. I’m coping—
sort of.A week before she died, we were sitting next to each other on our recliners. We weren’t
paying attention to the endless commercials that incessantly interrupted David Letterman who
was failing to interest us. “Well,” she said, pulling out the nasal tube that was flowing oxygen into



her nostrils, “pretty soon you’ll be able to get a dog.” Bear, our previous German shepherd, had
died six years previously, and we didn’t get another dog. That was the only time in my life that I
can remember being dog-less, but Rosalie had developed balance problems—the aftermath of
a viral encephalopathy and a brain biopsy, and we were worried that she would trip or fall over a
dog. She knew I missed having a dog, and her out-of-the-blue statement was typical of her dark
sense of humor. “Stop talking nonsense,” I responded.Throughout our last six months together, I
prayed that the end would be fast and with as little pain and discomfort as possible. Her
diagnosis of stage-four lung cancer came on January 4, 2012, after we noticed she had trouble
breathing after only mild exercise. This was troubling because she routinely logged eleven to
fourteen miles in fifty or sixty minutes on our stationary bike, burning more than three hundred
calories four or five times a week. Her oncologist at the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance explained
that the average statistics for her diagnosis were survival of three to six months. As a scientist, I
was (and still am) convinced that the brain can heal any disease of the body if only we can figure
out how to invoke the necessary killer cells, immunological responses, or whatever other body
defense mechanisms are necessary by sending the correct messages from the brain. So I
nagged Rosalie with all the determination I could muster about the power of positive thinking
and prayer. I encouraged her to visualize her tumors and direct her body defense mechanisms to
kill those nasty, unwanted, unwarranted growths.With her typical quiet determination, Rosalie
made it to six months, then eight, then ten and counting. She tired easily but appeared normal to
everyone except me. A very private person, she didn’t want friends, or especially acquaintances,
to know that she was seriously ill. Our two sons knew, but they humored her pretending this was
just a minor inconvenience to be overcome. In mid-December, she needed supplemental
oxygen, and on December 27, the oncologist suggested home hospice care. The hospice
people showed up and enrolled her on January 2. Because of the holidays, the people from the
hospice were unable to supply the oral morphine she needed to remain comfortable. She
soldiered through with the painkillers and other medications we had on hand. She didn’t
complain. Finally, on January 3, we were supplied and instructed. We were trying to adjust to the
next stage of the experience. •••My first German shepherd was named Mister. He and I hooked
up during the summer before my second year in veterinary school. His AKC name was
Docdave’s Mister Lucky Streak. I had won a hundred dollars in a poker game and went out the
next morning to spend the winnings before I could lose them back. When I arrived at the
breeder’s, the ball of fur waddled over, sat on my foot, and looked up at me as if to say, “Well,
boss, aren’t we going home?” During the school year, Mister’s home was the back seat of my
car. Before I met Rosalie, all the girls I dated made a big fuss over him, but he was a regal sort
and mostly ignored them. On my first date with Rosalie, when I held the car door open for her,
Mister was all over her. She gave him a perfunctory pat on the head, but he wouldn’t leave her
alone. He kept nuzzling her, pushing his head under her arm and hand, begging to be petted. I
twisted in the seat, ordered him to sit down and stay—and noticed that he had an erection. I
decided then and there not to ignore his intuition. It wasn’t long until I came to the realization that



I agreed totally with him!•••The first two days after Charlize moved in with me, she was
apprehensive and distraught, but since then, she’s calm and protective, and we’ve bonded. I
keep her with me all the time. She’s housebroken and vehicle-broken and fetches tennis balls
like a retriever. This is good exercise for her, and it saves my gimpy left ankle.Here is Charlize, a
handsome young lady, posing for the camera.2 - On the RoadThe frustrations of the last four
days before my obsessively determined departure date were over. Who would believe that a
newly single adult male and his dog could experience so many last-minute problems in trying to
get out of town? But all came together, and Charlize and I, comfortable in Old Blue and pulling
the Frog, were the last to board the Edmonds-Kingston ferry on the first of March.Old Blue was
the 2012 Dodge Ram 1500 in charge of making our journey possible. The Frog was my brand-
new—albeit slightly crowded with both of us in attendance—camping trailer. Frog pulled like a
dream, sticking close to Old Blue’s tail.The purpose of this road trip was to try to figure out what I
should do with my remaining years and how to do it. I’m seventy-six years old, and for more than
fifty-two of those years, I was married to the only girl I ever truly loved. I’m not accustomed to
making decisions on my own. Charlize is a good listener but doesn’t contribute much, except
enthusiasm, to the decision-making process.I decided to start out on familiar roads, roads that
Rosalie and I had taken previously to Port Townsend, Sequim, and Port Angeles, Washington.
Once Charlize and I were west of Port Angeles, we were in new territory. We took a short detour
to see what destruction of the dam had wrought to the Elwha River, now flowing gray with silt
and debris. I hadn’t seen it prior to the return to a more natural state. Undoing the well-meant but
ultimately destructive “improvements” to Mother Nature might take some time.Deciding at the
last moment to forego the civilized amenities of an RV park in Forks, we pressed on to the
Kalaloch Campground. My Senior Pass to all the national parks and recreational lands bought a
night for only seven dollars. There are a few advantages to being a senior!We parked about ten
feet from a split-rail fence. Just beyond the fence was a brush-covered drop-off, twenty-five or so
yards above the beach. Gentle breakers provided a soothing, monotonous background to a day
of calm healing. Finally, I was away from the terrible reminders of our house, Rosalie’s things,
and a previous life. Charlize was keeping close watch on me. She seemed to need respite from
her previous life as much as I did.Split rail fence, the ocean beyond.Relentless waves were
working their way onto the sand with a sound similar to a busy highway. In Mexico, the lack of
synchronization of the incoming waves could be described as a vez en cuando (from time to
time). The saying conveys inevitability, the inability of any human to change events.Half of the
Kalaloch Campground was closed, the road barred by a red-and-white-striped railroad-crossing-
type gate. I suppose only those persons seeking solitude find their way to that place, normally
rain soaked but now dry. The open half had thirty-some camping spots, but only seven were
occupied. Not a single person greeted us. Everyone was holed up in his or her camper.That
night, actually about four o’clock in the morning, I woke up thinking about Rosalie’s last minutes,
and I started crying. Charlize immediately came over and stuck her nose under my arm,
determined to comfort me. It worked.2 - On the RoadThe frustrations of the last four days before



my obsessively determined departure date were over. Who would believe that a newly single
adult male and his dog could experience so many last-minute problems in trying to get out of
town? But all came together, and Charlize and I, comfortable in Old Blue and pulling the Frog,
were the last to board the Edmonds-Kingston ferry on the first of March. Old Blue was the 2012
Dodge Ram 1500 in charge of making our journey possible. The Frog was my brand-new—albeit
slightly crowded with both of us in attendance—camping trailer. Frog pulled like a dream,
sticking close to Old Blue’s tail.The purpose of this road trip was to try to figure out what I should
do with my remaining years and how to do it. I’m seventy-six years old, and for more than fifty-
two of those years, I was married to the only girl I ever truly loved. I’m not accustomed to making
decisions on my own. Charlize is a good listener but doesn’t contribute much, except
enthusiasm, to the decision-making process.I decided to start out on familiar roads, roads that
Rosalie and I had taken previously to Port Townsend, Sequim, and Port Angeles, Washington.
Once Charlize and I were west of Port Angeles, we were in new territory. We took a short detour
to see what destruction of the dam had wrought to the Elwha River, now flowing gray with silt
and debris. I hadn’t seen it prior to the return to a more natural state. Undoing the well-meant but
ultimately destructive “improvements” to Mother Nature might take some time.Deciding at the
last moment to forego the civilized amenities of an RV park in Forks, we pressed on to the
Kalaloch Campground. My Senior Pass to all the national parks and recreational lands bought a
night for only seven dollars. There are a few advantages to being a senior! We parked about ten
feet from a split-rail fence. Just beyond the fence was a brush-covered drop-off, twenty-five or so
yards above the beach. Gentle breakers provided a soothing, monotonous background to a day
of calm healing. Finally, I was away from the terrible reminders of our house, Rosalie’s things,
and a previous life. Charlize was keeping close watch on me. She seemed to need respite from
her previous life as much as I did.Split rail fence, the ocean beyond.Relentless waves were
working their way onto the sand with a sound similar to a busy highway. In Mexico, the lack of
synchronization of the incoming waves could be described as a vez en cuando (from time to
time). The saying conveys inevitability, the inability of any human to change events.Half of the
Kalaloch Campground was closed, the road barred by a red-and-white-striped railroad-crossing-
type gate. I suppose only those persons seeking solitude find their way to that place, normally
rain soaked but now dry. The open half had thirty-some camping spots, but only seven were
occupied. Not a single person greeted us. Everyone was holed up in his or her camper. That
night, actually about four o’clock in the morning, I woke up thinking about Rosalie’s last minutes,
and I started crying. Charlize immediately came over and stuck her nose under my arm,
determined to comfort me. It worked.3 - The Kalaloch CampgroundIn the fifties, my family did a
lot of car camping with a luggage trailer and big umbrella tent—the only sort of vacation my folks
could afford. Much later, our sons and I backpacked and made many momentous decisions
about their lives while we sat freezing on a mountaintop. Rosalie wasn’t much interested in
camping, preferring modern plumbing. Now, Charlize and I were the campers.Saturday morning
at six o’clock, Charlize and I walked the Kalaloch Campground in the dark. Well, it wasn’t really



dark. A half-moon was out—bright, but not as bright as the moon I remember from my growing
up in Phoenix, long before that place became the bloated sprawl in the desert that it is today.
The winter moon of the desert, the desert that I remember, was bright enough to read by—or
maybe my eyes were young enough to see by.Gray dawn near the Kalaloch Campground.During
the night, a sheet of ice had formed on Old Blue’s windows. The moon, still bright before dawn,
illuminated the stark silhouettes of Douglas fir, various pines, Sitka spruce, and western red
cedar, all in stark relief. Their trunks bent slightly east, toward the Olympics. Their tops, sheared
by high winds blowing in from the ocean, pointed at the mountains.Charlize and I ate our
breakfasts—she, her kibble mixed with a dash of chicken bouillon; I, coffee and instant oatmeal.
Then I cleaned up with her close supervision to make certain everything was done properly. We
were ready to leave before seven o’clock. All the other RVs were still dark, their occupants
sleeping in. We hadn’t seen a soul during our time there.On the road again, Charlize barked
when a highway construction flagman approached Old Blue to kibitz about Frog. This wasn’t that
incessant barking typical of some dogs, just one sharp warning to let that guy know she was on
duty. I guess she decided that I belong to her and am in need of both comforting and
protection.3 - The Kalaloch CampgroundIn the fifties, my family did a lot of car camping with a
luggage trailer and big umbrella tent—the only sort of vacation my folks could afford. Much later,
our sons and I backpacked and made many momentous decisions about their lives while we sat
freezing on a mountaintop. Rosalie wasn’t much interested in camping, preferring modern
plumbing. Now, Charlize and I were the campers. Saturday morning at six o’clock, Charlize and I
walked the Kalaloch Campground in the dark. Well, it wasn’t really dark. A half-moon was out—
bright, but not as bright as the moon I remember from my growing up in Phoenix, long before
that place became the bloated sprawl in the desert that it is today. The winter moon of the
desert, the desert that I remember, was bright enough to read by—or maybe my eyes were
young enough to see by. Gray dawn near the Kalaloch Campground.During the night, a sheet of
ice had formed on Old Blue’s windows. The moon, still bright before dawn, illuminated the stark
silhouettes of Douglas fir, various pines, Sitka spruce, and western red cedar, all in stark relief.
Their trunks bent slightly east, toward the Olympics. Their tops, sheared by high winds blowing
in from the ocean, pointed at the mountains.Charlize and I ate our breakfasts—she, her kibble
mixed with a dash of chicken bouillon; I, coffee and instant oatmeal. Then I cleaned up with her
close supervision to make certain everything was done properly. We were ready to leave before
seven o’clock. All the other RVs were still dark, their occupants sleeping in. We hadn’t seen a
soul during our time there.On the road again, Charlize barked when a highway construction
flagman approached Old Blue to kibitz about Frog. This wasn’t that incessant barking typical of
some dogs, just one sharp warning to let that guy know she was on duty. I guess she decided
that I belong to her and am in need of both comforting and protection.4 - Day-Two MusingsDay
two actually started at five o’clock in the morning. I’m still unable to sleep more than two or three
hours at a time with hours of being awake in-between. Not unusual, I’m told, for this stage of
grief. Charlize and I got away early enough for me to eat a second too-big breakfast at the



Quinault Lodge on the edge of Lake Quinault. I ordered sausage and eggs, over easy, with
breakfast potatoes, toast, and coffee.I decided that the meal would be the last big breakfast for
me. I was going to change my eating habits, at least during my journey of discovery. We’ll see
how that plays out once I’m home. My plan was to eat oatmeal for breakfast, eat a big meal at
noon, usually in a restaurant, and then just a light dinner, some soup or an omelet or maybe a
sandwich.After my big breakfast, I hobbled with my arthritic left ankle over the half-mile-long
nature trail, a sign-guided tour of a small corner of the Quinault Rain Forest. Charlize did at least
two miles, up and back, side-to-side, a myriad of new and unusual smells to catalogue. I wonder
if she remembers the odors or if each time she smells something it is a whole new
experience.Trail through the Quinault Rain Forest, Charlize leading the way.We stopped for a
late lunch at South Bend, Washington, on Route 101, only four miles from Raymond. I had
spotted a chef in front of his restaurant grilling fresh oysters over a wood fire and couldn’t resist. I
watched as the oysters cooked in cedar smoke at least twelve inches from the flames while
being basted with the chef’s secret marinade.Inside, I collaborated with a nice lady and her
husband, who were sitting at an adjoining table, to try to identify the ingredients of the marinade.
We decided it contained lots of fresh, coarsely chopped garlic, green onions, fresh green herbs,
maybe basil or parsley or something else, maybe a combination, in a vinegar base, probably a
malted vinegar, not Balsamic. We probably left out or incorrectly identified some of the
ingredients, but our chef wasn’t giving anything away, and he most certainly didn’t share
proportions.About four o’clock in the afternoon, Charlize and I arrived at the Lewis and Clark
National and State Historical Parks. Many believe that Clark named the location—the first true
sighting of the Pacific—Cape Disappointment because of the lousy weather the corps endured
for several days running. However, the name appears on maps made by Captain Vancouver a
year before the Corps of Discovery started its journey, and John Meares, an English fur trader,
named that location in 1788.The campground is owned and operated by the state of
Washington. Frog was all set up with electrical power and fresh water but no Wi-Fi, no cell phone
service, and no TV. Still roughing it.Charlize on the black sand beach, maybe near the spot
where the Corps of Discovery viewed the Pacific Ocean for the first time.I played fetch with
Charlize on the beach for half an hour, but I didn’t throw her tennis ball too far out into the surf, as
it appeared to have a strong undertow. The dog is insatiable, fetching with the enthusiasm of a
retriever. When she was panting hard, we sat on the wet sand and watched the sun go down. I
mused about sitting on the same black sand that Lewis and Clark had walked. I wondered if
Lewis threw a stick into the surf for his Newfoundland dog, named Seaman, to retrieve.4 - Day-
Two MusingsDay two actually started at five o’clock in the morning. I’m still unable to sleep more
than two or three hours at a time with hours of being awake in-between. Not unusual, I’m told, for
this stage of grief. Charlize and I got away early enough for me to eat a second too-big breakfast
at the Quinault Lodge on the edge of Lake Quinault. I ordered sausage and eggs, over easy, with
breakfast potatoes, toast, and coffee. I decided that the meal would be the last big breakfast for
me. I was going to change my eating habits, at least during my journey of discovery. We’ll see



how that plays out once I’m home. My plan was to eat oatmeal for breakfast, eat a big meal at
noon, usually in a restaurant, and then just a light dinner, some soup or an omelet or maybe a
sandwich. After my big breakfast, I hobbled with my arthritic left ankle over the half-mile-long
nature trail, a sign-guided tour of a small corner of the Quinault Rain Forest. Charlize did at least
two miles, up and back, side-to-side, a myriad of new and unusual smells to catalogue. I wonder
if she remembers the odors or if each time she smells something it is a whole new
experience.Trail through the Quinault Rain Forest, Charlize leading the way.We stopped for a
late lunch at South Bend, Washington, on Route 101, only four miles from Raymond. I had
spotted a chef in front of his restaurant grilling fresh oysters over a wood fire and couldn’t resist. I
watched as the oysters cooked in cedar smoke at least twelve inches from the flames while
being basted with the chef’s secret marinade. Inside, I collaborated with a nice lady and her
husband, who were sitting at an adjoining table, to try to identify the ingredients of the marinade.
We decided it contained lots of fresh, coarsely chopped garlic, green onions, fresh green herbs,
maybe basil or parsley or something else, maybe a combination, in a vinegar base, probably a
malted vinegar, not Balsamic. We probably left out or incorrectly identified some of the
ingredients, but our chef wasn’t giving anything away, and he most certainly didn’t share
proportions.About four o’clock in the afternoon, Charlize and I arrived at the Lewis and Clark
National and State Historical Parks. Many believe that Clark named the location—the first true
sighting of the Pacific—Cape Disappointment because of the lousy weather the corps endured
for several days running. However, the name appears on maps made by Captain Vancouver a
year before the Corps of Discovery started its journey, and John Meares, an English fur trader,
named that location in 1788.The campground is owned and operated by the state of
Washington. Frog was all set up with electrical power and fresh water but no Wi-Fi, no cell phone
service, and no TV. Still roughing it.Charlize on the black sand beach, maybe near the spot
where the Corps of Discovery viewed the Pacific Ocean for the first time.I played fetch with
Charlize on the beach for half an hour, but I didn’t throw her tennis ball too far out into the surf, as
it appeared to have a strong undertow. The dog is insatiable, fetching with the enthusiasm of a
retriever. When she was panting hard, we sat on the wet sand and watched the sun go down. I
mused about sitting on the same black sand that Lewis and Clark had walked. I wondered if
Lewis threw a stick into the surf for his Newfoundland dog, named Seaman, to retrieve.5 -
Reliving Lewis and ClarkTrue to my obsessive, head-down, and push-until-the-task-is-complete
nature before Charlize and I embarked on the odyssey, I had sat at my computer and printed out
Google maps for nine days of travel. I managed to ignore all that planning by stopping to take in
anything that caught my interest. Charlize was happy just to be participating.I found special joy
chatting with the helpful folks handing out pamphlets, maps, and advice at small-town chamber
of commerce information offices. Any simple question I asked about the history of their
community evoked enthusiastic replies. They obviously derived considerable pleasure from my
interest in their home town. Rosalie and I had moved around so much during our fifty-two years
of marriage that we had never seemed to form a real sense of belonging with any of the places



we lived. They were all temporary stops in our life together. Now I find I am a little jealous of
people who have lived their life in one locale and are happy about it.Before leaving Sunday
morning, Charlize and I walked portions of the Discovery Trail and then tacked on a rather
difficult mile or so with me struggling on my gimpy ankle up and down the steep trail to the North
Head Lighthouse. Just a few years ago, those trails would have been a piece of cake. We were
just killing time until the interpretive center opened at ten, but we had been up since five-thirty so
we had a lot of time to kill.The view from the top of the Discovery Trail.At the interpretive center,
Charlize had to stay tied up outside, but the volunteer lady at the front desk told me as I left that
Charlize had greeted each new visitor by barking while wagging her tail. The lady said Charlize
appeared to be happy to be petted by those brave enough to try. Charlize has a classical
German shepherd’s look but is small, only sixty-five pounds; most females weigh over seventy-
five.I have devoured many books, including the various edited versions of the captains’ journals
dealing with the great adventure of the Corps of Discovery. The interpretive center was well done
with some nice period artifacts. Well worth the time and effort, but I didn’t learn anything new.I
was still having trouble sleeping through the night. That night, I had fallen asleep quickly but
woke up about three o’clock. Previously when I got up during the night, Charlize was on the floor
next to my bed. That morning she wasn’t. Inside Frog, the back end of the camper consists of a
U-shaped bench around a small table. The table can be lowered, and the back cushions used to
make a double bed. I turned on a light and saw her peeking out from the starboard side bench
obviously apprehensive about being on the furniture. I told her she was a good girl and could use
the bench for a bed. It kept me from tripping over her when I got up during the night. However,
during the day, she was not allowed on it. She seemed to adjust to my weird rules.We visited the
reconstructed Fort Clatsop, south of the Columbia, where the Corps of Discovery spent a
miserable winter. Even in nice weather, it was easy to imagine how uncomfortable they must
have been.We were back on 101, the Pacific Coast Scenic Byway, about one in the afternoon.5 -
Reliving Lewis and ClarkTrue to my obsessive, head-down, and push-until-the-task-is-complete
nature before Charlize and I embarked on the odyssey, I had sat at my computer and printed out
Google maps for nine days of travel. I managed to ignore all that planning by stopping to take in
anything that caught my interest. Charlize was happy just to be participating. I found special joy
chatting with the helpful folks handing out pamphlets, maps, and advice at small-town chamber
of commerce information offices. Any simple question I asked about the history of their
community evoked enthusiastic replies. They obviously derived considerable pleasure from my
interest in their home town. Rosalie and I had moved around so much during our fifty-two years
of marriage that we had never seemed to form a real sense of belonging with any of the places
we lived. They were all temporary stops in our life together. Now I find I am a little jealous of
people who have lived their life in one locale and are happy about it.Before leaving Sunday
morning, Charlize and I walked portions of the Discovery Trail and then tacked on a rather
difficult mile or so with me struggling on my gimpy ankle up and down the steep trail to the North
Head Lighthouse. Just a few years ago, those trails would have been a piece of cake. We were



just killing time until the interpretive center opened at ten, but we had been up since five-thirty so
we had a lot of time to kill.The view from the top of the Discovery Trail.At the interpretive center,
Charlize had to stay tied up outside, but the volunteer lady at the front desk told me as I left that
Charlize had greeted each new visitor by barking while wagging her tail. The lady said Charlize
appeared to be happy to be petted by those brave enough to try. Charlize has a classical
German shepherd’s look but is small, only sixty-five pounds; most females weigh over seventy-
five.I have devoured many books, including the various edited versions of the captains’ journals
dealing with the great adventure of the Corps of Discovery. The interpretive center was well done
with some nice period artifacts. Well worth the time and effort, but I didn’t learn anything new.I
was still having trouble sleeping through the night. That night, I had fallen asleep quickly but
woke up about three o’clock. Previously when I got up during the night, Charlize was on the floor
next to my bed. That morning she wasn’t. Inside Frog, the back end of the camper consists of a
U-shaped bench around a small table. The table can be lowered, and the back cushions used to
make a double bed. I turned on a light and saw her peeking out from the starboard side bench
obviously apprehensive about being on the furniture. I told her she was a good girl and could use
the bench for a bed. It kept me from tripping over her when I got up during the night. However,
during the day, she was not allowed on it. She seemed to adjust to my weird rules. We visited the
reconstructed Fort Clatsop, south of the Columbia, where the Corps of Discovery spent a
miserable winter. Even in nice weather, it was easy to imagine how uncomfortable they must
have been. We were back on 101, the Pacific Coast Scenic Byway, about one in the afternoon.6
- Ahead of Schedule, Are We Having Fun Yet?The next night, we stayed in a KOA campground
in Lincoln City, Oregon. The place had all the amenities, the people that ran it were nice, and the
facilities were average. Frog’s hot water heater didn’t work, nor did the combination radio, TV,
and DVD player. Frustrating.Charlize obviously decided I belong to her and am in need of both
comforting and protection. About four o’clock in the morning, I again woke up thinking about
Rosalie’s last minutes and started crying. Charlize jumped off her bench and came over to stick
her nose under my arm, determined to comfort me. It worked.After an hour or so, unable to go
back to sleep, I fed Charlize, ate my quick breakfast of instant oatmeal and a cup of coffee, and
then disconnected everything and continued our journey until stopping at an RV sales, service,
and parts store in Newport, Oregon. I was determined to find out why Frog’s water heater wasn’t
working. It turned out to be just a case of my ignorance. I knew there were two switches for the
heater but learned the one accessible from outside Frog controls the propane gas flow. Another
switch, inside, controls the electricity for the starter. While Frog is in use, I am supposed to leave
the gas switch on. When I am ready for hot water, I have to turn on the electrical switch inside
under the sink. When the latter switch is turned on, a red light goes on that says “reset.”Before
this revelation, I thought something was wrong and spent three days reading the owner’s manual
and trying to figure out how to reset the thing. It cost me twenty bucks to find out I was just too
impatient. After a while, the burner ignites, and the red light goes off. I had yet to find the manual
for the DVD-TV-radio device and figure out why I couldn’t make that work. By the time the trip



was over, I expected to be a qualified RV mechanic.On the coast highway, we stopped many
times just to contemplate and stare at the ocean. Wave follows wave, long lines separated by
time and space. Some break over, spilling white turbulence, before arriving at the rocks. Others
crash against those stalwarts. Not all the huge rocks constitute the shoreline cliffs. Some stand
out in the Pacific as outposts, forward observers. They are battered, ceaselessly pummeled,
fighting against the inevitability of erosion. Some of these outposts defied reason. From them
sprouted one, sometimes more, ridiculously determined evergreen trees. I have no idea what
kind of trees they were. Probably, as my ten-year-old granddaughter often advises, I can Google
it, but where’s the fun in that?The Pacific Ocean, anything but pacific.6 - Ahead of Schedule, Are
We Having Fun Yet?The next night, we stayed in a KOA campground in Lincoln City, Oregon.
The place had all the amenities, the people that ran it were nice, and the facilities were average.
Frog’s hot water heater didn’t work, nor did the combination radio, TV, and DVD player.
Frustrating.Charlize obviously decided I belong to her and am in need of both comforting and
protection. About four o’clock in the morning, I again woke up thinking about Rosalie’s last
minutes and started crying. Charlize jumped off her bench and came over to stick her nose
under my arm, determined to comfort me. It worked.After an hour or so, unable to go back to
sleep, I fed Charlize, ate my quick breakfast of instant oatmeal and a cup of coffee, and then
disconnected everything and continued our journey until stopping at an RV sales, service, and
parts store in Newport, Oregon. I was determined to find out why Frog’s water heater wasn’t
working. It turned out to be just a case of my ignorance. I knew there were two switches for the
heater but learned the one accessible from outside Frog controls the propane gas flow. Another
switch, inside, controls the electricity for the starter. While Frog is in use, I am supposed to leave
the gas switch on. When I am ready for hot water, I have to turn on the electrical switch inside
under the sink. When the latter switch is turned on, a red light goes on that says “reset.” Before
this revelation, I thought something was wrong and spent three days reading the owner’s manual
and trying to figure out how to reset the thing. It cost me twenty bucks to find out I was just too
impatient. After a while, the burner ignites, and the red light goes off. I had yet to find the manual
for the DVD-TV-radio device and figure out why I couldn’t make that work. By the time the trip
was over, I expected to be a qualified RV mechanic. On the coast highway, we stopped many
times just to contemplate and stare at the ocean. Wave follows wave, long lines separated by
time and space. Some break over, spilling white turbulence, before arriving at the rocks. Others
crash against those stalwarts. Not all the huge rocks constitute the shoreline cliffs. Some stand
out in the Pacific as outposts, forward observers. They are battered, ceaselessly pummeled,
fighting against the inevitability of erosion. Some of these outposts defied reason. From them
sprouted one, sometimes more, ridiculously determined evergreen trees. I have no idea what
kind of trees they were. Probably, as my ten-year-old granddaughter often advises, I can Google
it, but where’s the fun in that? The Pacific Ocean, anything but pacific.7 - Naming VehiclesThe
first automobile I drove was a 1940 Chevy two-door sedan. My folks allowed me to drive it when I
was sixteen and a junior in high school. It wasn’t much of a car in 1953. My dad had bought it



new and then driven it from Cleveland, Ohio, to Phoenix, Arizona, in 1944 at forty-five miles an
hour on rationed gas and retread tires. By the time I drove it, the running boards and rear fenders
had rusted and fallen off. The upholstery was worn and torn, so my mom made slipcovers in a
variety of patterns and colors from upholstery fabric samples. I didn’t care—I was thrilled to have
wheels and the freedom that came with them.Since then, I’ve owned at least seventeen
vehicles. After I built my own veterinary practice during the 1960s, I traded vehicles every couple
of years. If only all the money I spent purchasing and operating those cars and trucks was still in
my pocket! Of course, all those vehicle purchases served a purpose at the time—or at least I
thought they did.Rosalie and I started naming vehicles at some point, but I can’t remember why.
The first name I remember was a 1985 Chevy S-10 pickup. The truck always had problems with
the fuel injection and oxygen detector systems, so it was named “Lurch” for obvious reasons. In
1997, Rosalie decided she would be most comfortable getting in and out of and driving a
minivan. That gray Dodge Caravan was the first car with her name on the title as the owner. She
called it “Gray Baby” but rarely put more than six or eight thousand miles a year on it.In 2011, we
decided to buy our last vehicle prior to being too old to drive anymore. This time, we went
upscale and acquired a new Chrysler Town and Country, albeit the previous year’s model.
Rosalie called this one “Gray Baby Too.” I was driving a 2002 Toyota Tundra 4X4, known as the
“Green Monster Truck.”After Rosalie passed away, I couldn’t get into Gray Baby Too without
crying, so I traded her and the green monster truck for Old Blue. This time, Charlize participated
in the vehicle choice and concurred with the naming.Here is Old Blue, Frog in tow, resting while I
check out a tourist trap near Big Sur.Naming vehicles may seem a little weird, but at least
Charlize and I didn’t conjure up a literary reference that few people would recognize today.
Steinbeck’s truck was named Rocinante, the same as Don Quixote’s horse.7 - Naming
VehiclesThe first automobile I drove was a 1940 Chevy two-door sedan. My folks allowed me to
drive it when I was sixteen and a junior in high school. It wasn’t much of a car in 1953. My dad
had bought it new and then driven it from Cleveland, Ohio, to Phoenix, Arizona, in 1944 at forty-
five miles an hour on rationed gas and retread tires. By the time I drove it, the running boards
and rear fenders had rusted and fallen off. The upholstery was worn and torn, so my mom made
slipcovers in a variety of patterns and colors from upholstery fabric samples. I didn’t care—I was
thrilled to have wheels and the freedom that came with them.Since then, I’ve owned at least
seventeen vehicles. After I built my own veterinary practice during the 1960s, I traded vehicles
every couple of years. If only all the money I spent purchasing and operating those cars and
trucks was still in my pocket! Of course, all those vehicle purchases served a purpose at the time
—or at least I thought they did. Rosalie and I started naming vehicles at some point, but I can’t
remember why. The first name I remember was a 1985 Chevy S-10 pickup. The truck always had
problems with the fuel injection and oxygen detector systems, so it was named “Lurch” for
obvious reasons. In 1997, Rosalie decided she would be most comfortable getting in and out of
and driving a minivan. That gray Dodge Caravan was the first car with her name on the title as
the owner. She called it “Gray Baby” but rarely put more than six or eight thousand miles a year



on it. In 2011, we decided to buy our last vehicle prior to being too old to drive anymore. This
time, we went upscale and acquired a new Chrysler Town and Country, albeit the previous year’s
model. Rosalie called this one “Gray Baby Too.” I was driving a 2002 Toyota Tundra 4X4, known
as the “Green Monster Truck.” After Rosalie passed away, I couldn’t get into Gray Baby Too
without crying, so I traded her and the green monster truck for Old Blue. This time, Charlize
participated in the vehicle choice and concurred with the naming. Here is Old Blue, Frog in tow,
resting while I check out a tourist trap near Big Sur. Naming vehicles may seem a little weird, but
at least Charlize and I didn’t conjure up a literary reference that few people would recognize
today. Steinbeck’s truck was named Rocinante, the same as Don Quixote’s horse.8 -
Shakedown CruiseThe true shakedown cruise for Frog started after Charlize and I left Oregon.
We stopped at the chamber of commerce information office in Crescent City, California, and a
helpful man at the desk insisted that we see the Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park. I have an
unquenchable thirst for anything having to do with the mountain man era, so I decided this was
something Charlize and I should do. Jedediah Smith was a giant among mountain men.“You
don’t have to go back to the intersection of 101 and 197 to get there,” the guy told me. “You can
take this back road in.” He showed me the roads on a map and gave me the map. I hate to
backtrack.“It’s about fifteen miles of gravel, but you can make it with your truck. It’s a four-by-four
isn’t it?”“Yeah … sounds good. We’ll give it a try,” I replied.Well, it wasn’t a gravel road. It was a
single lane of mud and dirt with huge, water-filled potholes and sixteen miles of curves,
switchbacks, up and down and around and weaving through massive redwood trees that
refused to move out of our way.About five miles in, a friendly lady park ranger sitting in her jeep
waved us to a stop and said, “There’s a sign back there that says ‘trailers not
advised.’”“Whoops,” I responded. “Guess I was too busy trying to keep this rig on the road and
didn’t see it. Anyplace near where I can turn this outfit around?”She looked long and hard at Old
Blue and Frog, almost forty feet of combined length and shook her head.“Don’t think so. You
best take it slow and easy.”8 - Shakedown CruiseThe true shakedown cruise for Frog started
after Charlize and I left Oregon. We stopped at the chamber of commerce information office in
Crescent City, California, and a helpful man at the desk insisted that we see the Jedediah Smith
Redwoods State Park. I have an unquenchable thirst for anything having to do with the mountain
man era, so I decided this was something Charlize and I should do. Jedediah Smith was a giant
among mountain men.“You don’t have to go back to the intersection of 101 and 197 to get there,”
the guy told me. “You can take this back road in.” He showed me the roads on a map and gave
me the map. I hate to backtrack.“It’s about fifteen miles of gravel, but you can make it with your
truck. It’s a four-by-four isn’t it?”“Yeah … sounds good. We’ll give it a try,” I replied.Well, it wasn’t a
gravel road. It was a single lane of mud and dirt with huge, water-filled potholes and sixteen
miles of curves, switchbacks, up and down and around and weaving through massive redwood
trees that refused to move out of our way.About five miles in, a friendly lady park ranger sitting in
her jeep waved us to a stop and said, “There’s a sign back there that says ‘trailers not
advised.’”“Whoops,” I responded. “Guess I was too busy trying to keep this rig on the road and



didn’t see it. Anyplace near where I can turn this outfit around?” She looked long and hard at Old
Blue and Frog, almost forty feet of combined length and shook her head.“Don’t think so. You
best take it slow and easy.”
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